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TEST YOUR GAS
Revolutionary Service Tools
B3C Fuel Solutions proudly presents the first, complete fuel
diagnostic kit that quickly identifies fuel related problems.
These revolutionary service tools give you and your
customers a complete understanding of fuel quality while
educating about the effects of ethanol.

GASOLINE
TEST KIT

The kit includes 7 easy fuel tests you can perform to identify
ethanol fuel related problems, quickly diagnose repairs, and
end warranty disputes. The kit includes the following tests:

1. Gas Quality Test Swabs - quickly test fuel quality and
level of decay of 2 and 4 cycle gasoline that contains
ethanol and determine if the fuel is fresh, stale, or bad
2. 2 Cycle Oil Indicator Test - indicates the amount of oil
present in a 2 cycle gas / oil mixture
3. Diesel Fuel Quality Test – determines the quality of diesel fuel
4. 2 and 4 Cycle Gas Test - determines the quality of non ethanol fuel (Highly Sensitive Test)
5. Phase Separation Test – detects phase separated ethanol blended gasoline and provides
immediate results to show your customer
6. Oil Quality Test – illustrates why customers should change their oil more frequently
7. Bound Water Test – Indicates the amount of water present prior to phase separation

This kit allows you to become the “expert” in fuel related issues while providing a higher service
level to your customers. The tests also provide 3rd party verification as to why a warranty should
or should not be submitted to the manufacturer, helping resolve conflict while educating your
customers. This is powerful when combined with our POS material such as our ethanol education
and “Test Your Gas” poster you receive as a B3C Authorized Dealer. Please contact a distributor
near you for details on becoming a dealer at www.B3CFuelSolutions.com or contact us at 1-843347-0482 and questions@B3CFuelSolutions.com.
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To become an Authorized B3C Fuel Solutions Dealer
and receive your FREE gasoline test kit, you must
order the display below and a gallon of Mechanic In
A Bottle “Professional Strength” to be used for shop
repairs. B3C will list your dealer information in a search
engine on their website to drive traffic to your shop.

Ethanol related fuel problems are increasing and the tools created by B3C Fuel Solutions can not
only educate your customers, but also add an additional revenue source to your business.

Complete Kit
P/No. 9000-127AD
MIB Gallon
Professional
Strength

New Dealer Display 4oz & 16oz Bottles

24, 5 Pack Retail
Size MIB Gas
Test Swabs

Step 1, Mechanic In A Bottle to Fix
Step 2, Ethanol Shield to Prevent

Included FREE
with the Display

Mechanic In A Bottle is the fix for poor or non-running engines and can revitalize marginally stale fuel,
especially in the shop. This synthetic fuel additive works in your power equipment with 2 and 4-cycle
engines. The Step 1 and Step 2 system clearly informs the customers how to most effectively use
the lawn and garden products. This can be a real time saver and profit generator as Marc Trezza
from the Sharpening Shop in Duncanville, Texas has experienced for himself. “Thank you B3C Fuel
Solutions for a quality product that my customers can purchase to help with the numerous ethanol
related problems I see in my shop every day” says Marc. “The fuel tests, Mechanic In A Bottle and
educational material are making a difference”.
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